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Introduction 

Continuous long-term implantable signal acquisition devices have high energy and memory requirements, in order to 

capture and store data for a long period. The memory requirement could be reduced by compressing the data, but the 

computations to compress the data by existing methods result in a substantial increase in the energy consumption. We 

present as a solution an adaptive time-encoder that captures signal transition-times at a rate depending on the activity of 

the signal, as opposed to either constant Nyquist-rate or asynchronous and adaptive signal amplitude sampling [1, 2]. 

Operation Principle 

We constructed a mixed-signal circuit simulation model. The principle of operation is to capture and encode the chang-

es in time, ∆t, it takes for the signal to make a predefined amplitude change ∆V. The signal type, ∆V, and timer resolu-

tion controls the accuracy with which we can reconstruct our signal, and the amount of data to be stored. 

Results 

We carried out simulations with esophageal and surface ECG signals collected from our clinical trials. We also devel-

oped a custom reconstruction algorithm for our irregularly sampled data.  The performance results of the encoder are 

presented in Table 1: 

 

Parameter Value 

Digital supply voltage 0.8V 

Analog Supply voltage 1.2V 

Average signal compression 4 times 

Average ADC power consumption 7µW  

∆V resolution 4-8 bits/mV 

Equivalent ADC Resolution 6-12bits 

 

Table 1: Time encoder parameters. 

 

The time encoder is able to operate at power levels as low as 7µW whilst providing acceptable signal quality for medi-

cal diagnosis.  

Conclusion 

The proposed time encoder offers a flexible architecture that offers signal activity dependent data acquisition and can be 

customized to suit a particular signal acquisition scenario. These combined attributes minimize the system’s energy-

times-memory product. The ADC achieves an average compression of 4 times on esophageal and surface ECGs com-

pared to the classical Nyquist ADC architectures and needs no computations for this compressed data acquisition. We 

thus reduce both memory and energy requirements and in turn the volume of the implantable signal capturing system. 
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